
Estate Planning

Survivor Planning Checklist  ✅

✅   Ensure beneficiaries are updated on financial accounts.

✅  Know where important files and financial paperwork are stored and ensure that you have access. This includes:

 🔲   Bank Accounts

 🔲   Investment Accounts

 🔲   Deeds

 🔲   Insurance Policies 

✅  Know what household bills are due each month and ensure you have access to the accounts.

 🔲   Electricty    🔲   Phone    🔲   Car Insurance

 🔲   Gas    🔲   Cable/TV    🔲   Other Insurance

 🔲   Water    🔲   Internet    🔲   Loans

 🔲   Mortgage/Rent   🔲   Credit Cards   🔲   Other _______________       

✅  Know your spouses’s wishes in case of injury or death (e.g., life support wishes, whether they 
      would prefer to be buried or cremated, and where they would like to be laid to rest). Define 
      quality of life and life support issues. Talk about organ donation. Put all of this into writing,   
      creating a document like a living will, advanced medical directive, or durable power of attorney.

✅  Write a will and store it in a safe place. (If you or your spouse is active duty or retired, the Base Legal Assistance 
      Office will do this for free.)

✅  Create a folder with original copies of these forms:

 🔲   Marriage Certificates and/or Divorce Decrees  🔲   Birth Certificates and/or adoption papers 

 🔲   Wills and Trusts      🔲   Copy of Pay Entry Base Date

 🔲   Advanced Medical Directives    🔲   Durable Power of Attorney

 🔲   Social Security Papers     🔲   DD Form 214 Member-4 or Service-2 
                    (if separated) and/or VA paperwork

✅  Create a second folder with copies of those forms; give it to someone for safekeeping 
      (e.g., the Navy Mutual vault).

✅  Create a contact list with your financial planner, accountant, attorney, medical professionals, religious leaders,  
      funeral director, family members, and close friends, and make sure that all contact information is up to date.

✅  Maintain a file of your and your family members’ medical and dental records.

Estate planning all comes down to paperwork. Documentation is the most important thing you can do while you’re alive to plan for what will 
happen after you are gone. Make a list of your assets and your accounts and write down the beneficiary for each of them. Think about your 
medical wishes and who you trust to take care of your affairs if you’re incapacitated. Decide whether you want to be buried or cremated, 
and where you’d like your remains to be laid to rest. Everything that you document now will make it easier for those you leave behind in the 
future.


